
5 Heartbreaking Stories Revealing the
Existence of Child Slaves in the Modern World

The issue of child slaves in the modern world is a distressing reality that is often
overlooked. While many people might believe that slavery is a thing of the past,
the sad truth is that millions of children worldwide are still being subjected to this
unimaginable fate.

Understanding Child Slavery

Child slavery refers to the act of using children as a source of unpaid labor, under
extremely exploitative conditions, often in hazardous and degrading
environments. These innocent souls are robbed of their childhood, education, and
a chance at a better future.
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The Global Scale of Child Slavery

The International Labour Organization estimates that there are approximately 152
million child laborers worldwide, with almost half engaged in hazardous work.
This grave violation of child rights is prevalent in various industries, including
agriculture, mining, manufacturing, and domestic work.

1. Maria's Rugged Reality: The Tragedy of Child Slavery in the
Chocolate Industry

Maria, a 12-year-old girl from West Africa, had dreams of becoming a school
teacher. However, her dreams were shattered when she was forced into working
in a cocoa plantation as a child slave. She endured long hours of strenuous labor
and was regularly subjected to physical abuse. Maria's story unveils the dark
truth behind the chocolate industry, where child labor is frequently employed to
meet the insatiable global demand for cocoa.

2. A Lost Childhood: Child Slavery in the Garment Sector

In Southeast Asia, countless children like 10-year-old Raju are trapped in the
garment industry. Forced to work long hours in unsafe conditions, these young
souls stitch clothes for major global brands. They face harsh punishments for not
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meeting production targets and suffer from physical and psychological abuse.
Raju's story highlights the grim reality of child exploitation in the fashion industry,
an industry that often profits from the exploitation of vulnerable individuals.

3. Mining Minerals, Crushing Futures: The Predicament of Child
Slaves in the Mining Industry

The mining sector provides raw materials for various industries, but at a grave
cost to the lives of child slaves like 14-year-old Marco. Working in dire conditions,
Marco inhales toxic fumes and endures backbreaking labor in the depths of the
mines. He dreams of escaping this life, but the cycle of poverty and exploitation
seems never-ending. Marco's tale exposes the hidden reality behind the
extraction of minerals and reminds us of the price paid by these innocent
children.

4. Domestic Servitude: Concealed Chains in Plain Sight

The harsh truth is that child slavery is not limited to industries alone. In
households across the world, young domestic workers suffer invisible abuse and
exploitation. Maria, a 13-year-old girl, was trafficked from her village and forced to
work as a maid in a wealthy family's home. She worked tirelessly, denied an
education, and subjected to physical and emotional abuse. Maria's story sheds
light on the often-hidden plight of child slaves being relentlessly exploited within
the confines of private homes.

5. Forgotten But Not Lost: Child Trafficking for Forced Begging

A disturbing trend in several countries involves the trafficking of young children for
forced begging. Children as young as 5 are abducted and forced into this life of
misery. They roam the streets, deprived of their rights and education, while their
captors reap the rewards of their suffering. This tragedy must not be overlooked;
we must unite to rescue these innocent children from this nightmare.



The existence of child slaves in the modern world is a grotesque reality that
cannot be ignored. These brave children confront unbearable conditions, robbed
of their innocence and basic human rights. By understanding their stories and
raising awareness, we can take a step closer toward eradicating this abhorrent
practice. It is imperative that we unite as a global community, demanding change
and justice for these child slaves. Together, we can make a difference and ensure
a brighter future for every child.
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Child Slaves in the Modern World is the second of two volumes that examine the
distinctive uses and experiences of children in slavery in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. This collection of previously unpublished essays exposes the
global victimization of child slaves from the period of abolition of legal slavery in
the nineteenth century to the human rights era of the twentieth century. It
contributes to the growing recognitionthat the stereotypical bonded male slave
was in fact a rarity.

Nine of the studies are historical, with five located in Africa and three covering
Latin America from the British Caribbean to Chile. One study follows the children
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liberated in the famousAmistad incident (1843). The remaining essays cover
contemporary forms of child slavery, from prostitution to labor to forced soldiering.

Child Slaves in the Modern World adds historical depth to the current literature on
contemporary slavery, emphasizing the distinctive vulnerabilities of children, or
effective equivalents,that made them particularly valuable to those who could
acquire and control them. The studies also make clear the complexities of
attempting to legislate or decree regulations limiting practices that appear to have
been—and continue to be —ubiquitous around the world.

Contributors: Benjamin N. Lawrance, Gwyn Campbell, Cecily Jones, Sue Taylor,
Nara Milanich, Martin Klein, Bernard Moitt, Trevor R. Getz, William G. Clarence-
Smith, Jonathan Blagbrough, Philip Whalen, Malika Id’ Salah, Zosa de Sas
Kropiwnicki, Sarah Maguire, and Mike Dottridge.
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